
Chapter 1.3 Introduction Summary 

 
We want to know what you think! 

This section of our Long Term Plan is still in development and has been shared at an 
early stage to allow time to incorporate feedback from local people, our partners and 
stakeholders.  

If you have any comments, questions or think anything is missing, we would 
really like to hear from you.  

Please email elhcp.enquiries@nhs.net before Friday 25 October 2019 so we can 
make sure your comments are considered before the document is finalised in 
November.  

 

Summary/chapter highlights 
 
We have undertaken extensive engagement with our local residents on how we refresh 
our strategy for health and care in light of the national Long Term Plan commitments. We 
have done our best to reflect their views and priorities in this draft Plan. 
 
During October we will be conducting even more intense engagement on this Plan now 
that it is in a draft form. This will include more engagement in local areas with residents 
and their representatives, additional engagement through local Healthwatches, and 
seeking the views of all our staff who will be key to successful delivery of the finalised 
Plan. 
 
The most pressing challenge we face as a health and care system is our significant 
population growth, and this Plan outlines the way in which we will ensure that we are 
collectively prepared to face this challenge.  We are using the period from now until we 
produce our final draft to agree a delivery plan focused on: 
 

• How we will tackle demand in a meaningful way, focused on addressing the social 
determinants of health rather than simply trying to alter traditional referral patterns. 

• How we will deliver real integrated care for our local residents through improved 
and responsive out of hospital services that are able to support people living with 
greater levels of health and care complexity.  This will include agreeing exactly 
what we expect to deliver at each of north east London, local system, place 
(borough/local authority), and network levels. 

• How we will ensure that we have the most appropriate clinical services to support 
our population needs. During October we will secure agreement across all of our 
health and care system, using the Clinical Senate, on the clinical priorities we most 
need to focus on (which are likely to include maternity, children’s services and 
mental health). 

 
Further work is now underway to refine the Plan as we triangulate the information that we 
have on workforce planning, activity and finance as this becomes clearer during October. 
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